PRESS RELEASE

ALL IN WHITE
ST. MORITZ, May 2016 – A spectacular location in the heart of the Swiss Alps. An iconic hotel
for 120 years. A bespoke dream wedding! Voted the »Best Wedding Hotel in Switzerland 2016«
by Connoisseur Circle, Badrutt’s Palace Hotel fulfils every imaginable wish and celebrates the
most beautiful day of your life with you.
Summer in St. Moritz is captivating with its vibrant nature, glowing sunsets and invigorating freshness
of summer in the mountains. Tying the knot at the fairytale palace of Badrutt’s Palace Hotel at 1,800
metres above sea level is the stuff of dreams. Whether a civil ceremony in the impressive ›Madonna
Saal‹ or one of the authentic Alpine chapels located near the traditional hotel, the ceremony itself
cannot get around the ensuing celebration.
Guests toast the newlyweds at the champagne bar in the summer garden overlooking the beguiling
panorama of the Swiss Alps. The summer sunbeams dance on Lake St. Moritz inviting the bride and
groom for a thrilling trip onboard ›Badrutt’s Palace‹, the hotel’s own sailing boat. Then ›Le
Restaurant‹, the »Grand Dame« of Badrutt’s Palace Hotel, spoils guests with regional specialities and
fine dining and leaves a lasting impression through the endless quick-change possibilities of the space.
The band ignites the party atmosphere in the festively decorated hall, resonating quickly throughout
the house so that no one even thinks of retiring until the early hours.
Glistening snow crystals and a »champagne climate«
A winter wedding! Couples who would love a pure white wedding need look no further than Badrutt’s
Palace Hotel, surrounded by snowy splendour. Every year the St. Moritz winter happily rolls out its
beautiful white carpet which would guarantee a particularly romantic arrival in a horse-drawn carriage.
The snow falls softly and the perfection of the »Winter-Wonderland« setting is enough to bring a tear
to the eyes. In the evening twilight when only the tips of the white peaks can be seen there are
flickering torches leading the way through the garden to the illuminated ice bar.
Cheers to the happy couple! Then the final party continues in the legendary ›Embassy Ballroom‹, one
of the oldest parts of the hotel which guarantees a lavish party night and beautiful backdrop with its
special charm and theatre-like décor. And what better way to end a beautiful wedding than the night in
a glamorous suite.

ABOUT BADRUTT‘S PALACE HOTEL:
Badrutt's Palace Hotel is a celebration of style, sports, cuisine and fashion, with discreet service and
traditional elegance evoking an atmosphere of pampered luxury for all. An ideal destination in both
winter and summer, the hotel is located in one of the most challenging ski areas in the world and
offers a host of summer alpine activities. Badrutt’s Palace Hotel boasts 157 guestrooms and 37
suites with stunning views of the Swiss Alps. The hotel is a member of Leading Hotels of the
World, Swiss Deluxe Hotels and Swiss Historic Hotels. Badrutt’s Palace Hotel opens its doors to
guests this summer from 24th June 2016 to 4th September 2016.
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